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Overview of the Toolkit. 

We really hope that you find this toolkit useful. We have tried to put together a set of 

evaluation tools that are easy to use, that complement the youth work process, and that 

give you some templates to hand. 

We would welcome your additions to the toolkit, so please keep us updated with your 

feedback, photos and any new tools that you develop. 

We have put this out as a shared, free document to support the sector, but would 

appreciate you citing us if you use these tools elsewhere. And if you really like what you see 

but want to know more, then you might want to look out for our book on Creative 

Evaluation of Projects with Young People, due out in 2015 with Sage publishing! 

Cheers,  

Lucy and Kaz. 
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Key terms 

Researching 

This involves finding data to generate new knowledge and insights into open questions. 

E.g. Are there gender differences in outdoor learning? 

 

Evaluation 

This entails answering criteria based questions on efficacy for a range of stakeholders. 

E.g. What was the impact of the program / course? 

 

Monitoring 

This is the regular standardized measurement of performance. 

E.g. How many young people with which needs did we work with this year? 

 

Reviewing 

This involves bringing out responses to experiences in ways that enhance their value, their 

impact and their benefits. Alternative terms for 'reviewing' are 'debriefing', 'reflection' and 

'processing'. (Greenaway, 2010). 

E.g. What do you think that you have gained from this session? 
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Why do evaluation? 

• Enhanced learning for young people 

• Practice development 

• Organisational learning 

• Knowledge management 

• Fundraising / commissioning 

• Marketing and advertising 

• Sharing and disseminating expertise 

• Influencing policy 

• …..because we have to? 

 

Contextual challenges 

“The public spotlight on third sector organisations and their effectiveness has become 

intense. It has never been more important for third sector organisations to acquire an 

understanding of monitoring and evaluation and the skills associated with its practice” 

(Ellis and Gregory, 2008:v) 

 

We accept that the outcomes of individual youth work relationships can be hard to quantify 

(Some just say ‘you know good youth work when you see it’). 

 

However, with a tight spending settlement and an increase in commissioning of youth 

services at a local level, it is essential that publicly funded services are able to demonstrate 

what difference they make to young people. (The Select Committee on Youth work, 2012). 

 

Outdoor education centres used by over 320,000 children each year are under threat. A 

dozen centers have already closed and the future of another 60 is being discussed.  

 

“They contribute to a range of important societal targets across education, health, anti-

social behaviour and community cohesion…… an approach to teaching and learning which 

has clear and incontestable evidence verifying its effectiveness.” 

(Alistair D. Cook, National Chair of the Association of Outdoor Education Centres, 2013). 
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But how do you measure this? 
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EVALUAION 

TOOL: 

 

BRATHAY FEEDBACK FORMS 

(Compulsory on all Brathay programmes.) 

OVERVIEW: A quantitative tool used on every programme. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Evaluation form (or 

creative equivalent.) 

PREPARATION: A discussion review of the 

course. 

PROCESS: Review the course and ask participants to fill in the form. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

They will be fed into Views (Brathay’s online database) and automatically 

analysed. 

PHOTO: 

 
 

STRENGTHS: • Easy to analyse 

quantitative + qualitative 

data. 

 

• Can be adopted to be 

creative. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Paper based and written. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 1: 

 

BODY MAPPING 

OVERVIEW: This is a traditional youth work / development activity that encourages young 

people to explore self-identity. You will need to tailor the language to the 

ability / culture of the young person and you will need to tailor some of the 

questions to fit the course objectives. 

  

The rationale for the tool is that the YOUNG PERSON’s identity and self-

concept will change over the time that you work with them. Mapping it at the 

start and again at the end of a programme should therefore show differences. 

It will not necessarily produce statistical evidence, but will produce powerful 

qualitative evidence of change. 

  

It is a good tool to use when you think that the YOUNG PERSON need a ‘light 

touch’ baseline evaluation and when their literacy levels are low. It is a good 

icebreaker and group development tool. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Big felt tips 

• Large ‘body sized’ paper 

• Post-it notes for final 

review 

• Background music 

(optional) 

 

PREPARATION

: 

Look at your course 

outcomes / objectives and 

design a set of questions 

that cover them. 

 

PROCESS: Welcome the group. 

Explain that you are doing body maps to explore and share who they are 

 

Step 1: Cut lengths of paper and draw around one another. 

 

Step 2: Ask them to fill their body maps with words that describe them and 

who they are. 

Prompts as appropriate: What do you like to do? Who is in your family? 

Where do you live? What are your favourite things? What’s your favourite 

saying? Who are your best mates? What makes you happy? What / who do 

you love?  

 

Step 3: Ask them to add some words that describe who they are using the 

course objectives.  

E.g. If the course aims to develop teamwork ask them ‘How would you 

describe the way you work with other people?’ You could add these to 

relevant parts of the body, or a different colour, or asterisk them so that they 

are identifiable. Cover all the objectives. 

 

Step 4: Ask them to surround the outline of the body with things that they 

want in their lives but don’t have yet. 
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E.g. What qualities do they admire in other people? What do they want to be? 

What do they want to achieve? What are their aims for this programme? 

 

Step 5: Discussion. If appropriate, share details. Photograph each body map. 

Display where the young people meet / work if possible. (Make sure they are 

dated and named). 

 

Step 6: Continue with the course. Refer back to the maps for review purposes 

at any time. 

 

Step 7: End of course. Ask them to re-read their body maps. Put a tick next to 

any of the words around the outside of them that they think that they have 

achieved.  Stick on a post it note over any words that they think need to 

change and add post it notes for any words that they think they can now add 

to the inside of themselves. 

 

Step 7: The Million Dollar Question: What do you think has helped you to 

make these changes / grow / develop over this programme? Prompt them to 

write down as many ideas as possible of HOW the programme helped them. 

Add in a star shape or other post it note. Photograph the amended sheets. 

Any other format of running this is fine as long as you get the words out of 

them and you can see a before and after. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Type up what the sheets said in a before and after format, highlighting the 

shifts (write exactly what they said, with their spelling): 

  

Person A: Before After 

What do you 

enjoy? 

Now Doing challenges 

How well do you 

work in a team? 

OK I can work with 

others. 

 

  

Look at the patterns of change. You can then report back on the shifts that 

have happened. You can count the number of changes per young person, for 

all young people across each question, and the total number to produce 

statements like: 

“One young person made 12 significant shifts in his/her self-concept as a 

result of this programme”. 

“X% of the young people reported making progress in teamwork.” 

“The evidence shows that there was positive impact for X% of the young 

people”. 

Remember that powerful quotes often say more than statistics. 

  

Collate all the ‘how did this happen’ statements into one place. This evidence 

helps to describe the ‘Brathay Way’. With this you can generate statements 
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like: “The expert balance of support and challenge allowed these young 

people to re-discover themselves and make progress, as evidenced by the 

statements of the YOUNG PERSON themselves”. 

 

PHOTO: 

 
 

 

 

 

 
STRENGTHS: • Participating and WEAKNESSE • Can be hard to analyse 
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creative. S:  without an accompanying 

explanation. 

 

 

EVALUATION 

TOOL 2: 

 

LINE OUTS 

OVERVIEW: Sometimes you get one of those groups who will just switch off if presented 

with a piece of paper! ‘Line outs’ are a quick and easy way of assessing the 

level of ability / confidence that your group has compared to your objectives.  

Collating your distance travelled information in this way makes it feel like a 

good introduction to the programme generally as it acts as an icebreaker and 

introduces the programme aims. 

  

The downside of this approach is that unless the young persons’ faces are 

shown, or they wear the same footwear both times, it would not be possible 

to compare individual results. This is not always necessary though—it might 

well be enough to show that the group overall has moved a certain way 

across the spectrum. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Masking tape / rope 

• Camera 

• Cards with labels and 

questions (optional) 

 

 

PREPARATION: • Think of some non-

threatening warm up 

line out questions. 

• Look at your course 

outcomes / objectives 

and design a set of 

questions that cover 

them, consider if you 

want to measure their 

actual ability (‘How 

good are you at…?’) or 

their confidence in 

them (‘How confident 

do you feel at…?’) 

 

 

PROCESS: Welcome the group 

Explain that you are going to do an icebreaker activity to help get to know one 

another and to introduce the programme aims. 

 

Step 1: Tape the line to the floor (or use a rope) and identify which end is 

‘very good’ and which end is ‘not very good’. Label with a card if useful. 

  

Step 2: Walk up and down the line and give a few personal examples (E.g. ‘I 

feel very good at…’ ‘I don’t feel very good at…’) If you trust the group you can 
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get them to ask you some questions whilst you model appropriate self-

disclosure. 

 

Step 3: Invite the young people to step onto the line. Get them to move 

quickly to different locations: ‘Very good at’, ‘Ok at’, ‘Not very good at’, 

‘Rubbish at’ This allows you to all calibrate the line. 

Step 4: Ask the group to self-assess against some easy questions (running / 

cooking / maths / getting up in the morning etc.). If you trust them, they can 

pose themselves questions. 

 

Step 5: After each line out, ask them to check in to the person next to them. 

(Why are they where they are? Do they need to swap about? Etc.) Take a 

photo after each question showing where they are stood and keep a record of 

each question so they can be linked up. (Maybe put the question card in the 

corner so you can see it on the photo!) 

 

Step 6: Progress on to use the programme objectives as above. Continue with 

the course, and refer back to the Line Out photos at any time for review 

purposes. 

 

Step 7: End of course. Repeat the exercise with a warm-up set of questions 

and then the programme objectives. Ask them to reflect on whether they are 

in a different place (they can compare where they are now to their original 

photos). Again, take pictures of each Line Out with the questions. 

 

Step 8: The Million Dollar Question. What do you think has helped you to 

make these changes / grow / develop over this programme? Jot down the 

answers or write them on a flip chart and photograph. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Give a numerical score to where the young person’s feet are on each line 

before and after the programme. You may be able to do this for each 

individual, or just have group scores. 

Compare the movement along the line and you get a statistical distance 

travelled. 

  

Question Before After Change 

1: How well do you 

think you 

communicate 

1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 

3, 2 = 19 

5, 4, 6, 7, 6, 5, 8, 

7 = 48 

29 scaling points 

2. How good are 

you at teamwork? 

2, 3, 2, 1, 5, 3, 

2, 3 = 21 

8, 6, 7, 6, 5, 8, 7, 

9 = 56 

35 scaling points 

 

You can count the number of changes per young person, for all young people 

across each question, and the total number to produce statements like: 
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“One young person moved four points across a scale of self-concept as a 

result of this programme”. 

“X% of the young people reported positive impact on their ability to work in a 

team.” 

“The evidence shows that there was positive impact for X% of the young 

people”. 

Remember that powerful quotes often say more than statistics. 

  

Collate all the ‘how did this happen’ statements into one place. This evidence 

helps to describe the ‘Brathay Way’. With this you can generate statements 

like: 

“The expert balance of support and challenge allowed these young people to 

re-discover themselves and make progress, as evidenced by the statements of 

the young person themselves.”  

 

Share your evaluation with the organisation; it will add to our understanding 

of impact overall.  

 

Send the research department electronic versions of the photos, transcription 

and your analysis. 

PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • Physical 

• Quick 

• Fun. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Need to agree what each 

number is. 

• Need to record via photos. 

• Open to peer influences. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 3: 

 

MY STORY/ NARRATIVE 

OVERVIEW: Narratives or ‘stories’ are really effective research tools. As the saying goes ‘a 

picture paints a thousand words’. Narratives can powerfully show the 

circumstances that participants are facing, they can describe the journey and 

progress that they have made, and they are genuine (i.e. obviously not 

faked!). Digital stories are easy to collect and participants often enjoy making 

them / telling them. Additionally they are good developmental practice 

(listening to what’s really going on for them), and they can be used as hard 

copy DVD’s or uploads to YouTube for marketing or fundraising purposes.  The 

stories collected can also be transcribed and collated to create hard data. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Video/Flip camera.  

• DVD’s to store the end 

product on. 

• Consent forms (if consent 

has not already been 

gained through the 

programme). 

• Some prompt questions. 

 

PREPARATION: Build trust or rapport with 

the young person. Explain 

why you want to collect their 

story and how you will use it. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Ask the participant to make a short clip of what their life is like (‘Who 

are you? ‘What do you do?’ ‘What goes on in your life at the moment?’) and 

what they want to gain from the programme. 

 

Step 2: Ask them to record a short clip every few days / weeks (depending on 

the length of the programme) about what they have learned. The participants 

may like to set up a ‘diary room’ where they can go whenever the wish. 

Depending on numbers involved and cameras available, participants might be 

able to be allocated a camera for the duration of the programme. 

 

Step 3: Final clip. Ask them to record something around what have you 

learned and how have you learned it; what aspects of the programme have 

been particularly useful, and how are you better prepared for the future. 

 

Step 4: Download to DVD. Give a copy to the participant / client / and send a 

copy with the consent forms to the research office. We will store these and 

use as appropriate with our data protection policy. 

  

Some suggested questions are overleaf—please amend them to suit the 

participant/group. 

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Analyse the main points or themes in the story. Compare them across the 

group. 

EXAMPLE: I was dealing when I was 13, I got into some bad stuff, so I was not in school a 
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lot of the time.  I had plenty of money, didn’t give a fuck.  I didn’t care about 

education, and had no reason to.  Teachers couldn’t understand why I was like 

that, they just thought I couldn’t be arsed.  I did join college, for two years on a 

mechanics course.  I passed, but the teachers there looked down on me.  I 

didn’t feel I belonged. 

The invitation to find out about this course came through the post, it was at 

Brown’s night club.  I remember when I arrived at Brown’s that day.  There 

were a few other people there, sitting around really quietly, looking 

awkward!  I just thought, I can show the real me here!  I walked in and started 

being chatty and straight away got a new feeling. I’d been quiet before, inside 

myself.  I’d learned that.  But when I met the others…I could see why people 

were quiet, I wanted to show others you can be yourself. 

The highs for me…well it’s changed me, changed my life.  It’s been the time for 

me to grow up, I know we’re not just going to be hand-fed, it’s been a time for 

all of us to mature really, do you know what I mean? 

STRENGTHS: • Compelling. WEAKNESSES:  • Takes time. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 4: 

 

CIRCLES TOOL 

OVERVIEW: This tool is really simple and visual and so should appeal to most groups. There 

is a danger, however, that it might appear too ‘young’ for some of our 

audiences. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A copy of your 

course outcomes 

• A modified circle 

diagram x 2 

copies each 

participant 

• Pens 

 

PREPARATION: Write your course outcomes (as 

abbreviated as possible) around 

the outside of the circle 

segments. These then become 

your measures. 

You can leave sections blank if 

there are too many, or put a ? 

to show that there may be an 

unexpected / unplanned 

outcome from the programme. 

 

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcome the group and establish rapport etc. 

 

Step 2: Introduce the programme aims and outcomes. 

 

Step 3: For each of the outcomes, discuss what would a 1 look like, and what 

would a 10 look like, so that the young people can calibrate their ideas. It 

would be terrific if you could jot these down with the evaluation sheet as a 

record. 

 

Step 4: Ask them to write their names on the top of the form, and to put a face 

or a word to describe how they are feeling today. Ask them to fill in each 

section of the circle (use 1 to 1 conversations if necessary). 

 

Step 5: Run the programme—use the sheets for review purposes throughout 

the programme if helpful. 

 

Step 6: At the end of the programme ask them to write their names at the top 

of a new sheet with a smiley face or a word to show how they are feeling. 

Between you revisit the programme—what did you do, what have you 

experienced. Revisit your descriptions of a 1 and a 10. Ask them to fill in each 

section of the circle. 

 

Step 7: Compare circle 1 to circle 2 with them—discuss where the changes have 

occurred and why. Note their answers on the bottom (optional). 

 

Step 8: The Million dollar Questions. What did we do with you over the 

programme that has meant that you have learned / changed / grown? 
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ANALYSIS: 

 

We can compare the differences between circles 1+2 and calculate average 

distance travelled for the group. 

EXAMPLE: 

STRENGTHS: • Quick and accurate. WEAKNESSES:  • Subjective. 

•  Paper based 
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Evaluation Tool 5:  

 
ROSENBURG SELF ESTEEM INVENTORY 

OVERVIEW: If the main aim of your programme is to raise self-esteem, then the 

Rosenberg Self Esteem Inventory is a really good, standardised way of 

doing so. It will not be relevant to all programmes though, only the ones 

that are aimed at developing self-esteem. It is a recognised and well tried 

and tested tool developed in the 60’s by a guy named...you got it, 

Rosenberg. The inventory contains 10 questions. Each item is answered on 

a four point scale - from strongly agree to strongly disagree. The original 

sample for which the scale was developed consisted of 5,024 High School 

Juniors and Seniors from 10 randomly selected schools in New York State. 

It is free to use.  

 

WHAT YOU WILL 

NEED: 

 

• A copy of the 

inventory printed 

out in a way that is 

attractive and 

usable by your 

group (feel free to 

play around with 

formatting). 

 

PREPARATION: Explain what you want the 

group to do and why. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcome the group and establish rapport etc. 

 

Step 2: Introduce the programme aims and outcomes of improved self-

esteem. 

 

Step 3: Read out each of the question items, one at a time, and for each 

one discuss what a ‘strongly disagree’ might look like and what a ‘strongly 

agree’ might look like. 

 

Step 4: Ask the group to self-score on the inventory at the start of the 

programme. 

 

Step 5: Carry out your residential as usual—refer back to their self-

assessments if it is useful. 

 

Step 6: Repeat step 3 at the end of the residential on a new form—do not 

let them look at the old form until they have done it. 

 

Step 7: Get them to compare the before and the after and ask them what 

has made the difference—scribe, group flip chart, or individually write 
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down the answers. 

  

The questions are overleaf, they need tailoring to look attractive to your 

group (posters / postcards / pop quiz / online formats all work). 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Work out the total score for the before and after sheet for each young 

person as follows: 

SA=3, A=2, D=1, SD=0. 

Items with an asterisk are reverse scored, that is, SA=0, A=1, D=2, SD=3.  

Sum the scores for the 10 items. The higher the score, the higher the self-

esteem.  

Scores below 15 suggest low self-esteem. 

Add the scores into a table to show distance travelled across each area for 

individuals and as a group. 

 

EXAMPLE: See sheet opposite. 

STRENGTHS: • Easy to analyse. WEAKNESSES:  • Difficult 

questions. 

• Reading and 

writing. 
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The Rosenberg Self Esteem Inventory 

 
 
Below is a list of statements that describe how you generally feel about yourself.  
If you strongly agree with the statement, circle SA.  
If you agree with the statement, circle A.  
If you disagree, circle D.  
If you strongly disagree, circle SD. 
  
  
1. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
2. * At times, I think I am no good at all. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
3. I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
4. I am able to do things as well as most other people. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
5. * I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
6. * I certainly feel useless at times. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
7. I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
8. * I wish I could have more respect for myself. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
9. * All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure. 
SA -A -D -SD 
  
10. I take a positive attitude toward myself. 
SA -A -D -SD 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 6: 

 

PEN PORTRAITS 

OVERVIEW: Asking young people is not the only way to find out if a programme has had 

an impact or not. The staff that know the young people from their 

organisation (i.e. the visiting staff) may well be able to give you a good 

indication of how the young people have grown over time. Pen portraits are 

quick and easy ways to show the changes that the young people have made. 

They are very useful on their own, and even more so alongside what the 

young people say. Using pen portraits values what visiting staff know and 

allows them to contribute. It can be a good way into conversations about 

tracking these young people, next steps, and future programmes. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A copy of the 

programme 

outcomes. 

• A conversation with 

the visiting staff.  

• Pen and paper. 

PREPARATION: None. 

PROCESS: Step 1: At the very start, or before the programme, ask the visiting staff to 

write a paragraph (a ‘pen portrait’) that describes the young people as 

accurately as they possibly can.  You may want to ask them to use the course 

outcomes as a guide writing frame.  

  

“X really struggles to communicate with staff and young people. They rarely 

make eye contact. They have little to say in group discussions and are often 

withdrawn.” 

  

Step 2: Ask them to repeat the exercise at the end of the programme and 

ideally three to six months afterwards as well. The 2—3 portraits will show 

what changes occurred, and how long they lasted.  

ANALYSIS: 

 

Compare the descriptions of the young people. Highlight the changes that 

have happened. 

 

You can write about these as they are, for example:  

“X really progressed in their confidence to communicate as shown by the 

way they made eye contact with others.” 

  

You could also turn them into quantitative data by counting the occurrence 

of changes for individuals and groups:  

“X was seen to have made 3 changes over the programme” 
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“The group overall had made 13 changes in their ability to communicate”. 

 

EXAMPLE: Before: Attendance was very much hit and miss, due to a number of 

complex issues. It became apparent that as much as he said he wanted to 

change his life and criminal activity, his circumstance would not allow him to 

do so. 

Experienced a period of homelessness; a short sentence and abandonment 

form his parents. He was at the time, living with a friend, on benefits and 

struggling with trying to live independently. Unfortunately Keita did not 

attend the residential. 

 

After: Became the group’s natural leader using natural humour. 

After a planned and pre –discussed intervention by staff from Brathay, he 

responded well and became a joy to work with. Attendance remained 

sporadic, but he continually focused on how he would make ends meet, and 

at the same time stay out of trouble.     

STRENGTHS: • Easy to collect 

different 

perspectives.  

• Good distance 

travelled data. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Requires staff to unite. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 7: 

 

MY JOURNEY 

OVERVIEW: This tool is a classic reviewing tool, and as such is good practice as youth 

development work. Using the tool at the end of the programme can allow you 

to find out how much the young people think that they have changed. Visiting 

staff can do one too to give feedback on their experiences to the group. If you 

audio record or note down what they say or photograph what they do then you 

have a record that can be used as an evaluation. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A copy of the 

programme 

outcomes. 

• Lengths of cord / 

rope for a physical 

line. 

• Paper and pens / 

collage materials 

for a creative line. 

 

PREPARATION: Trusting relationships or rapport 

with the young people. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Explain that you would like to find out what has been helpful for them 

over the programme by journey work. Explain that it will help them to realise 

what they have learned as well as helping Brathay. 

 

Step 2: Describe everything that has happened on the programme to refresh 

their memories. 

 

Step 3: Ask them to represent their experiences over the week as a line graph / 

map showing the highs and lows as a warm up (they quickly draw or make a 

line with a rope) and raise key highs and lows to help them relive the 

programme. 

 

Step 4: Ask them to repeat the exercise to show when they think they learned 

the most and least over the programme. Get them to represent it as a line 

graph / map. Take a photograph of this. 

 

Step 5: Talk through in pairs or as a group, what did you learn at each point, 

and what made that learning possible. (They can label it, or you can scribe, or 

tape record or flip record what they say and show).  

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

You can identify the common themes of what they learned:  

“Overall 8/10 young people said that they had learned…”  

“The most learning was gained from…” 

 

You can draw out the key themes:  
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“These aspects of the programmes promoted the most learning…” 

 

PHOTO: 

 
 

 

 

STRENGTHS: • Fun. 

• Visual.  

• Developmental.  

WEAKNESSES

:  

• May need the narrative with it. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 8: 

 

A HELPING HAND 

OVERVIEW: This is a great creative review and evaluation tool that enables the young 

people to identify what they learned and how they learned it. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A copy of the 

programme 

outcomes 

• Coloured paper 

• Felt Tips 

• Scissors 

 

PREPARATION: None. 

PROCESS: Step 1: At the end of the programme gather the group together. Between you 

see if you can remember all the aspects of the programme or course. Draw a 

visual map of everything that you have done. 

 

Step 2: Explain that you are going to run a creative review session that will 

help them and us to work out what has worked for them. 

 

Step 3: Ask them to draw round their hands and cut some out (however many 

you think they have the stamina for). 

 

Step 4: Ask them to write on one side of the hands all the things that they 

have learned and developed and changed (ways they think / skills / 

knowledge / attitudes etc.) Share what they have written. 

 

Step 5: Ask them to write on the back of each hand HOW they think they 

learned that particular skills / area / attitude. E.g. Did they learn it by 

watching, role modelling, listening, by taking part in a specific activity, 

through the relationships that they built etc. 

 

Step 6: Photocopy / photograph the hands as a record. The group might want 

to take them back and hang them from the ceiling at home / youth centre etc.  

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

You can identify the common themes of what they learned:  

“Overall 8/10 young people said that they had learned…”  

“The most learning was gained from…” 

 

You can draw out the key themes:  

“These aspects of the programmes promoted the most learning…” 
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • Creative 

• Positive 

WEAKNESSES:  • Data may be positively 

biased (i.e. only positive 

aspects reported.) 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 9: 

 

SELF ASSESSMENTS 

OVERVIEW: This paper based tool (see attached form on next page) can give you some 

really tangible evidence of how the young people (or adults!) rate themselves 

at the start and the end of a programme. Feel free to adapt the specifics as 

you need. You may want to use more, less or different words; you might want 

a set of cards for each young person to make it more tactile or you might be 

happy with it how it is! It’s very flexible as you can tell. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• 2 copies of the form 

for each young 

person (for the start 

and end of the 

programme), or two 

sets of cards per 

young person. 

• Markers. 

 

PREPARATION: You may want to amend the 

words to be appropriate for 

your project. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcomes, icebreakers, explanation of the programme. 

(You will need to judge when the right time to do this is: ‘as early as possible’ 

or ‘when the group are ready to be open’). 

 

Step 2: Hand out the forms and cards. Read through any of the difficult words. 

Discuss what they might look like in real behaviours. 

 

Step 3: Explain that you would like to know what the young people think 

about themselves and that you will use this form / cards to find out. Link 

them to the course aims. 

 

Step 4: Carry out the self-assessment, scribe / read for any who need it. If you 

want, you can read them out one at a time, bingo-style. They can just circle 

them, OR score them 1—5. See how ‘up for it’ they are. 

 

Step 5: Carry on with programme as normal. Refer back to these for coaching 

conversations or group discussions whenever useful. 

 

Step 6: Carry out as an end of programme version in the same way. 

 

Step 7: Once they have finished it, compare it to the start of course version to 

see how much they think they have changed. 

 

Step 8: The Million Dollar Question. What did we do that helped you to learn / 

develop those skills? (Record on a flip). 

 

ANALYSIS: You can identify the characteristics of the group: 
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  “X% of young people thought that they were…” 

“The weakest characteristic in the group was…” 

 

You can compare the two and see how many of them developed new skills: 

“Overall 8/10 young people said that they had learned…” 

“The most learning was gained from…..” 

 “The things that promoted learning were…” 

 

PHOTO: See sheet opposite. 

STRENGTHS: • Quick 

• Fun 

WEAKNESSES:  • Paper based. 

•  You may have no 

indication why they 

thought those words 

might apply to them. 
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Circle the words below that you think describe you….. 

Happy Leader Enthusiastic  
 

Quiet  

Capable Caring Active  
 

Understanding  

Hard 
working 

Talkative 
 

Fun  Expressive  

Clever Self aware Sociable 
  

Trustworthy  

Creative Emotional Spontaneous 
  

Persistent  

Helpful  Argumentative Friendly  
 

Brave  

Liked  I help people 
get on 

Helpful  Cooperative  

Logical  Listen well Positive  
 

Talkative 

A good 
thinker  

I have good 
ideas 

Independent  Friendly 

Artistic  Effective  
 

Follower  Intelligent 

Musical  Strong willed Considerate  
 

Bright 

Punctual  Involved Patient  
 

Quick 

 

 

How do you feel today?        ☺     �    
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 10: 

 

NEXT STEPS 

OVERVIEW: This can be run as a verbal session, or as a paper based session depending on 

the group’s ability and the time that you have. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Paper footsteps and pens 

if you want to run it as a 

paper based exercise. 

• Notebook and pen if you 

are running it as a verbal 

exercise. 

 

PREPARATION: None. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcomes, icebreakers, explanation of the programme. 

(You will need to judge when the right time to do this is: ‘as early as possible’ 

or ‘when the group are ready to be open’). 

 

Step 2: At the start of the programme ask the group what they want to gain 

out of the programme / course. Write these down in a notebook / flip chart / 

on yellow (hopeful) footsteps 

 

Step 3: At the end of the programme / course ask them to identify the positive 

steps that they have taken whilst on the programme (write in notebook / on 

flip / on different coloured footsteps). 

 

Step 4: Ask them to now say goodbye to each other and state what positive 

step they will take after the course, e.g. “Goodbye, I’m going to continue to 

stay positive”. (Write in notebook / on flip / on different coloured footsteps). 

  

Step 5: The Million Dollar Question. What did we do that helped you to learn / 

develop those skills? (Record on a flip). 

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

You can identify the characteristics of the group overall: 

 “X% of young people thought that they wanted to…” 

“X% made progress in line with their hopes  

“X% had good intentions…” 

  

If you record the notes for each young person (or they name their footsteps) 

you can compare the three sets and see how many of them developed new 

skills: 

“Overall 8/10 Young Person said that they had learned…” 

“The most learning was gained from…” 
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From the million dollar question you can say “The things that promoted 

learning were…” 

EXAMPLE: 
 

  Footstep 1 Footstep 2 Final footsteps 

John  Write a talk Make a 

presentation 

to friends  

Make a presentation to an 

unknown audience.  

Jill   Make a 

presentation 

to friends  

 Make a 

presentation 

to an 

unknown 

audience.  

 Present at a conference. 

STRENGTHS: • Creative.  

• Shows a journey.  

• Links to progression. 

WEAKNESSES:  • May need an 

accompanying narrative. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 11: 

 

3D CONCEPT MAPPING 

OVERVIEW: This can be run as a verbal session, or as a paper based session depending on 

the group’s ability and the time that you have. The power of this research tool 

is that it is based in experiential learning: we give the participants an 

opportunity to draw on and reflect on their experiences before we collect 

their answers. This gives a much deeper level of research data (Gauntlett 

2007).  The down side is that it does require a whole session. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A box full of junk 

(e.g. pipe cleaners, 

polystyrene, tubes, 

glue, sellotape, 

paperclips, glitter 

etc.) As much 

creative stuff as you 

can muster! 

• Paper to write on / 

tape / video 

recorder. 

 

PREPARATION: None 

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcomes, icebreakers, explanation of the programme. 

(You will need to judge when the right time to do this is: ‘as early as possible’ 

or ‘when the group are ready to be open’). 

 

Step 2: At the end of the programme ask the group to make some 3D 

representations / models / sculptures of their journey on the programme / 

course. (We often do this with a journey picture; this turns it into a physical 

object).  

 

Step 3: Give them some time to create their model. 

 

Step 4: Take it in turns to explain what the model represents and why they 

have made it in the way that they have. They could annotate this, or you 

could scribe or record what they say—the explanations are the rich bit. 

Photograph the models and sculptures too. The discussion leads to group 

learning and interpretation of experiences (McIntosh 2009). 

 

Step 5: The Million Dollar question. What did we do that helped you to learn / 

develop those skills? (Record on a flip). 

ANALYSIS: 

 

It is hard to identify how to analyse the pictures and text without seeing 

them, but it is likely that themes will emerge that we can sort and code / 

count. There will be great richness in keeping the descriptions with the 

sculptures. A few examples from McIntosh (2009) are attached below.  
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • Physical. 

• Creative. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Cannot be interpreted 

without a narrative. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 12: 

 

SHIELDS 

 

OVERVIEW: This is a quantitative evaluation tool that is a creative alternative to feedback 

forms. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A copy of the 

programme 

outcomes. 

• Flip chart paper . 

• Felt Tips. 

• Scissors. 

 

PREPARATION: Decide on what the 

different sections of the 

shield will mean. 

PROCESS: Step 1: At the end of the programme gather the group together. Between you 

see if you can remember all the aspects of the programme or course. Draw a 

visual map of everything that you have done. 

 

Step 2: Have a list of the course outcomes in front of you. For each outcome 

in turn, ask the group which aspects of the programme helped them work 

towards which outcome. For example, “Which part of the programme helped 

you learn how to communicate better with your peers?” 

  

Step 3: Ask each group member to draw a shield (you may want to have one 

prepared for them to copy). Ask them to divide the shield up into the 

appropriate number of course outcomes. For each outcome, ask them to give 

themselves a score for before and a score for after.  

 

Step 4: Referring back to the group’s visual map, ask them to add a 

description to explain why they have given that score, what aspect of the 

programme contributed, etc.  

 

Step 5: You may like to share these as a group. 

 

Step 6: Photocopy / photograph the shields as a record. The group might want 

to take them back and hang them from the ceiling at home / youth centre etc.  

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

You can get distance travelled scores, which can be compared between 

groups and over time.  

You can identify common themes of what was learned, as well as which 

aspects of the programme promoted the most learning. 
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • A more creative 

format than a form. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Still a written piece of work. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 13: 

 

PUPPETRY 

OVERVIEW: This creative evaluation method is good youth work in its own right. You can 

video the session to capture it as evidence. Sometimes young people feel 

more able to speak through puppets. The down side is that it does require a 

whole session. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Either a set of 

puppets (coming 

from research) or 

some socks and bits 

of felt / wool etc. 

• Alternatively, felt tip 

faces drawn on fruit 

or hand based 

‘thumb mouthed’ 

puppets will work. 

(They do not have to 

be sophisticated to 

work, tailor the type 

of puppet to your 

time and resources) 

• Paper to write on / 

tape / video recorder. 

PREPARATION: The right group, relationship 

and atmosphere.  

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcomes, icebreakers, explanation of the programme. 

(You will need to judge when the right time to do this is: ‘as early as possible’ 

or ‘when the group are ready to be open’). 

 

Step 2: At the end of the programme ask the group to make a puppet show of 

their experience on the programme.  

 

Step 3: Give them some time to create their puppets and to think about what 

they want them to say. 

 

Step 4: Take it in turns to give their puppet show; video it. Photograph the 

puppets that they made if possible too. The discussion leads to group learning 

and interpretation of experiences (McIntosh 2009). 

 

Step 5: The Million Dollar Question. What did we do that helped you to learn / 

develop those skills?  

ANALYSIS: 

 

It is hard to identify how to analyse the puppets and their speeches without 

seeing them, but it is likely that themes will emerge that we can sort and code 

/ count. Send me the videos and I will interpret them for you. 
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • Extremely creative 

• Fun. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Young people need to be 

willing to participate. 

• Needs filming. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 14: 

 

PHOTO ELICITATION 

OVERVIEW: This tool is simply good youth work! It involves using photos or pictures to get 

young people thinking, reviewing and evaluating the progress that they have 

made. You do this all the time already; the trick is just to capture what the 

young people say!  

Actual course photos can be used, but any set of pictures that convey a wide 

range of ideas can be used. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Photographs that you 

took during the 

programme, if 

available. 

• Picture cards 

(emoticons / clip art / 

magazine pictures). 

• A set of questions 

• Paper to write on / 

tape / video recorder. 

• Data projector. 

PREPARATION: Decide if the young people 

choose the photos or if you do. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Welcomes, icebreakers, explanation of the programme. 

 

Step 2: At the end of the programme show the group the pictures that you 

have chosen to use (a slideshow and hard copy is a great combination). 

 

Step 3: Ask them a range of questions, easy at first and then getting more 

difficult using the cards to prompt the answers. 

 

• Which picture reminds you of the most fun you had? 

• Which picture shows you having the worst time and why? 

• Which picture would you choose to show you being challenged and 

why? How did you cope with that? 

• Which pictures show you learning about (course outcomes) and why? 

• Which picture best represents you at the start of the programme...and 

the end… are there any differences and if so what are they? 

• What did we do that helped you to learn / develop those skills?  

 

Step 4: Have the group take it in turns to give their answers. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Save the notes / DVD / audio clip in the programme file and we will analyse it 

for you when we review the programme. 
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • Powerful reminders of 

what was done. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Usually positive, photos 

are taken, so it can create 

bias. 

• Needs capturing.  
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EVALUTION 

TOOL 15: 

 

BLOB PEOPLE 

OVERVIEW: Here is a tool that you will all be familiar with—the blob people! 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A copy of the blob 

sheet for each young 

person (available 

from 

www.pipwilson.com) 

• Pens. 

• Paper / flip camera. 

PREPARATION: None. 

PROCESS: Step 1: At the end of the programme show the group the blob picture (you 

could use one enlarged as a group demonstration). 

  

Step 2: Ask them to colour in who they thought they were at the start of the 

programme in one colour, and who they think they are now in another colour. 

  

Step 3: Ask them: 

• Who did you colour in at the start? 

• What can you tell me about that person? 

• Why did you choose that one? 

• Who did you colour in at the end? 

• What can you tell me about that person? 

• Why did you choose that one? 

Write what they say on the back of their sheet or record it on a flip. 

 

Step 4: Ask them what they think has helped them to make those changes. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Save the notes / DVD / audio clip in the programme file and we will analyse it 

for you when we review the programme. 
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: • Quick WEAKNESSES:  • Does not capture the 

reason why they thought 

they were that person. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 16: 

 

THE EFFECTIVE LIFELONG LEARNING INVENTORY 
 

OVERVIEW: There is an online ELLI assessment, which we would need to pay for if we 

wanted to use it officially. 

 

We have however really easily developed our own ELLI measure that will 

provide us with learner maps like the one below (a blue line would be added to 

show the profile of each individual). This can be used to assess people, to 

inform coaching conversations and to measure distance travelled when used at 

the start and the end of a programme. The official ELLI version is more 

sophisticated and tailored for adults or young people, so let us know if you 

have a project where you would like to use the full version. 

 

The questionnaire can be found overleaf. If you do fill this in, then pass it over 

to us to process for you. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Assessment form. 

• Pencils. 

PREPARATIO: None. 

PROCESS: Step 1: At the start of the program, explain to the young people the purpose of 

an ELLI assessment, and what each of the terms seen below means. 

 

Step 2: Have each young person score themselves on a scale of 1-10 using the 

attached questionnaire and diagram. 

 

Step 3: This score can be sued as the basis for a coaching conversation. You 

might ask what they have identified as their strengths and weaknesses, and 

why they think this. 

 

Step 4: At the end of the program, repeat the exercise and compare the 

previous scores. Identify areas of growth. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Using the data provided, Research Hub will create a ‘before and after’ profile 

for each young person. 
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PHOTO: 

STRENGTHS: • Highlights distance 

travelled. 

• Development tool. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Paper based. 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

I do not like learning. I copy 

other people. I avoid learning. I 

do not like challenges. 

          I know that I can change grow.  

Learning is good and I enjoy new 

learning challenges. 

Learning does not matter to me. 

I do not enjoy thinking. I learn 

from what people tell me. 

          Learning matters to me. I enjoy 

making sense of things. And use 

many different sources of 

information. 

I prefer to learn from what 

people tell me. I don’t like doing 

things, or solving problems. I 

don’t like searching for 

information. 

          I enjoy questioning, finding out 

and self-directed work. I enjoy a 

challenge. I learn by working 

things out, problem solving, and 

seeking out information. 

I only like learning when I know 

I can do it. I hate failing. I do not 

like to try things out.  

          I enjoy taking risks in my learning 

and use imagination. I am willing 

to let go of control and 

experiment. 

I accept failure as an important 

part of learning. I am 

comfortable with uncertainty. 

I get bored or frustrated easily. I 

don’t like long and difficult 

tasks. I can be put off by bad 

feelings. I give up easily. 

          I can persevere when learning. I 

enjoy wrestling with problems. I 

am good at accepting the 

negative emotions that are 

sometimes related to learning 

(fear, anxiety, and frustration). I 

am persistent. 

I don’t know how I feel about 

learning or how I learn. I don’t 

think about what I have 

learned. Its schools job to teach 

me. 

          I am aware of my thoughts, 

feelings and actions in relation to 

learning. I can plan and apply 

effective learning strategies. I 

reflect upon my learning 

experiences. I take responsibility 

for my own learning. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 16: 

 

LEGO 

OVERVIEW: Lego is a great creative tool – let’s face it, we all remember playing with the 

stuff! Admittedly your group will need to be in the right place to see it 

playfully, rather than feeling patronised, but once they are open to play, it is a 

fantastic way to get them to reconnect to the child inside themselves. 

 

We used Lego recently as a Research tool to explore our professional 

identities as researchers following the work of Gauntlett (2010). It proved to 

be a very enjoyable and revealing tool. 

 

The theory is that by engaging the creative side of the brain in the use of 

metaphor, a deeper level of meaning is accessed than just by asking a 

question and accessing the cognitive and easily downloadable memories. 

Creating an artefact also commits you to a certain extent, so young people are 

less likely to ‘say what the person before them said’. The process of thinking 

about the question, making, reflecting on what you made and describing what 

you made and why also adds layers of reflection, deepening the experiential 

learning. 
WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• Lots of Lego (there is 

enough in the kit 

store for small 

groups) 

• Music 

• Camera / Flip chart 

• Of course, any 

construction material 

can be used: junk 

modelling, collage, 

natural materials, 

Duplo etc. 

 

PREPARATION: None. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Get the group in a ‘playful’ state, or open to play anyway. 

 

Step 2: Allow them to play with the Lego. 

 

Step 3: Try some challenges, make a house / tree / boat / your name. 

 

Step 4: Ask them to reflect on their time with you and to create a model that 

represents X (them, their learning, their experience, their dreams, etc.) 

 

Step 5: Give them a time boundary and have something for people to do who 

finish early. 
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Step 6: Play some music 

Step 7: Once all done, ask them to show their model and explain what it 

represents and why, and what it was like making it, did they learn anything 

through the process. 

 

Step 8: Photograph the models and write down what they say. Send it to the 

Research Hub for interpretation! 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Analysis of lego is really dependent on the narrative. We would draw out the 

key points from what all the participants say about their lego models, and 

summarise those key statements. 

PHOTO: 

  

STRENGTHS: • Creative 

• Fun 

WEAKNESSES:  • Hard to analyse.  

• Needs explaining. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 17: 

 

OBSERVATIONS 

OVERVIEW: Observations (e.g. Attachment Patterns) 

 

Observing participants on a course can yield vital information. The course can 

be observed without any preconceived items, but this leads to difficulties with 

choosing what to record. Most observations use an observation schedule 

which is populated with key themes or items from the research question. The 

observation is only the reality of the observer – it does not necessarily 

represent the truth. The example here is attachment patterns, but you could 

use any other theme. 

 

The advantages of unobtrusive observation are that it uses direct and first-

hand observation rather than second-hand reporting and it doesn’t affect the 

behaviour under study, and so is good for looking at actual rather than 

perceived behaviour. Another advantage is that the young people do not 

need to do anything – you do the work! There are some disadvantages though 

as the behaviour can be misinterpreted/misunderstood from ‘outside’ 

without insider’s guidance and the recording can be difficult in the situation 

observed.  

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A notebook. PREPARATION: Decide what it is that you will 

observe and how you will record 

it. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Define the variables under observation – what do you want to look 

at/measure, and how will you recognise it? 

 

Step 2: Design a simple form or list of criteria that you are looking for. 

 

Step 3: Let the young person know what you are noting down and why (in 

appropriate terms). 

 

Step 4: Carry out the observations and make notes.  

 

Common mistakes in observations include attempting to observe too many 

variables at once; not taking note of the effect of your observation on the 

young people’s behaviour, and relying too much on (possibly faulty) memory. 

 

Most of our evaluation tools to date have involved listening to the young 

people’s voices. This tool gives your voice importance, asking what you notice 
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about the young people. 

Carrying this out before and after a course can help you to demonstrate that 

your developmental work has paid off (i.e. the young people demonstrate 

more secure attachments.) 

 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Comparison of observation one with observation two shows the changes that 

have been achieved or not. This comparison would be made for every 

intended outcome, and the notes checked for any unintended outcomes. 

EXAMPLE: See attached checklist. 

STRENGTHS: • Instant 

• Informal. 

WEAKNESSES:  • Not all staff are 

confident to do this. 
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Attachment Observation Checklist 
(tally score for each instance seen) 

Date:  Time:   Activity: Length of observation: 

 

  Fred Betty Sue John etc. 

A 

Avoidant 

Is close to others      

Does not trust      

Does not depend on others      

Nervous when others get 
too close 

     

Avoids intimacy      

B 

Secure 

Established friendships 
easily 

     

Happy to trust others and is 
trustworthy 

     

Can rely on others and be 
relied on 

     

Is self-reliant and un 
anxious 

     

Does not worry about 
friendships 

     

 

 
 
C 
Anxious 
resistant 

Seeks intimacy when others 
do not wish it  

     

Seeks attention or is ‘clingy’      

Seeks reassurance that is 
‘liked’ by others 

     

Others avoid them as ‘too 
needy’ 

     

Worries about not being 
liked 

     

Based on work by Hazan C, Shaver PR (1990). "Love and work: An attachment 
theoretical perspective". Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 59 (2): 270–80. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 18: 

 

PARTICAPATORY PRACTICE 

OVERVIEW: As you will have seen from Lit Review 9: Big Society and the Core Practice 3: 

Model of Power, participation is a huge concern for services at the moment. If 

you have a contract that involves developing participation, or that claims to be 

participatory, you can use this tool to assess how participatory it really was. 

Both staff and young people can use this tool. 

 

So this is useful when you want to find out how much participation was 

involved in what you were doing. It is based in Treseder’s (1997) model of non-

hierarchical levels of participation which promotes the view that a single type 

of participation is not necessarily better than another – it all depends on the 

situation (Beddoes, et al., 2010). From this perspective, participants won’t feel 

obliged to give a ‘best’ score. The model looks like this: 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Treseder’s Approaches to Participation 
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WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

A copy of the model to use in 

the group and a self-

assessment sheet for each 

young person. 

PREPARATION: Explain the idea of participation 

to the young people. Use the 

model above to talk through the 

different elements of 

participation.  

PROCESS: To use the tool, it would be best to have a discussion with the young people 

about what they have done, and how they have got involved with the design 

and delivery of the programme. Explain that there are lots of different ways of 

being involved, and we want to find out which one is most like their experience. 

 

A form might look like this, but you could equally do this on a big flip chart or 

print out with marker pens. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

The statements on the form below can be collated, and then statistically 

summarised showing the extent to which the group felt that they had 

participated. The qualitative answers can be grouped into themes and 

summarised into key statements. 

EXAMPLE: See Participant Survey Form, overleaf. 

STRENGTHS: A clear self-assessment tool WEAKNESSES:  Not all programmes 

focus exclusively on 

participation. 
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PARTICIPATION SURVEY FORM 

Name: 

Project: 

What were you told about the project before you got involved? 

Think about the ways in which you have been able to get involved in this project, the 

choices you have had, the decisions you have been able to make. 

Which of these statements most describes the way that you were involved? 

You thought of the idea 
for the project, you 
designed it and you ran 
it. 

 You had the idea for the 
project and adults then 
helped you to set it up 
without taking over. 

 Adults had the idea for 
the project, but you 
were then involved and 
given lots of decisions to 
make about how it 
finally ran. 

 

Adults thought of the 
project and then asked 
you what you thought 
about it. They made the 
final decisions with your 
views in mind. 

 Adults planned and 
designed the project 
and then invited you to 
join. They respect your 
views. 

 

Were you happy with how much you were involved? 

 

What would you have preferred (if anything) and why? 

 

What advice would you give to people wanting to involve you in the future? 

 

Thanks for evaluating this project for us! 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 19: 

 

YOUNG PEOPLE’S OWN NEEDS 

OVERVIEW: Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs is a useful tool to share with young people to 

help then to understand what they might need at any given time and how 

they might feel when they are not getting what they need. 

 

Young people also have a sense of what they need at any one point in time.  

 

This evaluation tool asks the young people to decide on what they individually 

need at the start of the programme (this can inform your intended 

outcomes), and then gets them to self-assess whether they have got what 

they needed at the end of the programme. It is highly participatory and 

encourages the young people to think about their own needs and have 

personal agency. 

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

A copy of Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs 

model, post it notes, 

pens and a blank model 

sheet for each young 

person. 

PREPARATION: Explain the hierarchy of 

needs. 

PROCESS: Step 1: Introduce the idea of needs and share Maslow’s hierarchy. 

 

Step 2: Give the young people a set of 5 cards or post it notes. Ask them to 

think about 5 needs that they have that they want to address on the course / 

programme. Give them some examples. Ask them to write each one on a card 

/ post it (or scribe for them). 

 

Step 3: Ask them to then put them in an order – which one is most important, 

does one depend on another, etc.? Get them to rank them and explain why 

they put them in that order. 

 

Step 4: Get the young people to discuss how they can meet each need: what 

do they want you do to? What do they want their staff to do? What can they 

do? 

 

Step 5: At the end of the course review the diagrams that they made, and get 

them to note down, or score how much progress they made in each area. This 

would also work as a group activity. There are 5 blank boxes and a pyramid on 

the following sheet if you want to use them. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

We would compare the diagrams and see if any of the statements had changed for 

the individuals from the start to the end of the programme.  
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EXAMPLE: See boxes and pyramid, overleaf. 

STRENGTHS: Very young people 

focussed. 

WEAKNESSES:  May not provide 

you with specific 

data related to 

your programme. 
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What do you think your needs are?
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EVALUTATION 

TOOL 20: 

 

Empowerment Survey 

OVERVIEW: The empowerment survey is a tool for young people (and adults) to self-

assess their level of empowerment. The survey has been developed by Lucy 

Maynard out of her PhD study that proposed the model of empowerment. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

A copy of the 

empowerment model. 

Copies of the survey for 

each young person. 

PREPARATION: You may want to explain the 

empowerment model to the 

young people, but this is not 

vital, you can use the survey 

without this explanation. 

PROCESS: 1. Explain to the young people what the term ‘empowerment’ might 

mean. Ask them to think of examples of when they might be 

empowered or disempowered and the feelings that relate to both 

states. 

2. Explain the aims and outcomes of the programme and how they relate 

to empowerment. 

3. Explain that you are going to do the survey at the start and the end of 

the programme and show the young people how to complete the 

form. 

4. Run through the questions one at a time if you need to, or allow the 

young people to complete them on their own. 

5. You could use the initial score sheets as a coaching tool, discussing 

how to boost some of the lower scores and how to capitalise on the 

higher scores. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

We will compare the numerical scores for each young person, giving a total 

score for the distance travelled over the programme. 

PHOTO: See the sheet below. If you use this tool, please cite Maynard, L. 

(2012) Empowerment Survey. Ambleside: Brathay. 

STRENGTHS: An excellent measure of 

empowerment. 

WEAKNESSES:  It only measures 

empowerment 

which may not be 

an exact match for 

your programme 

outcomes. 
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Self-awareness 

1. 

I’ve never 
really 
thought 
about my 
strengths 
and 
weaknesses 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I am aware 
of my 
strengths 
and 
weaknesses 

 

 

1.a 

Please list some of your strengths and weaknesses   

Strengths: Weaknesses: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2. 

I don’t know 
what I want in 
the near future 
(within the 
next month) 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I know what 
I want in the 
near future 
(within the 
next month) 

 

 

3. 

I don’t know 
what I want 
in the long 
term (beyond 
next month) 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I know what 
I want in the 
long term 
(beyond 
next month) 

 

 

3.a 

Please list your short term and long term goals  

Short term: Long term: 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Reactive – Proactive 

4. 

I am in 
control of 
my life – 
what I say, 
goes 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 My life is not 
in my control, 
it is controlled 
by other 
people/ 
situations 
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5. 

I accept my 
situation 
and get on 
with life 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I motivate 
myself to 
improve my 
situation  

 

 

Learning How 

6. 

I don’t know 
how to get 
what I want 
or change 
my situation 
in life 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I feel I am 
capable of 
getting what 
I want   

 

 

 

7. 

I have 
positive 
people 
influencing 
me in life 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I am mainly 
surrounded 
by negative 
people 
influencing 
my life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Empowerment 

8. 

I find it hard 
to find 
solutions 
when times 
are hard 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 I feel I can 
problem 
solve and 
find 
solutions to 
situations 

 

9. 

I find it hard 
to gather 
the energy 
to get past 
problems or 
issues 

1 2 3 
 
 

4 5 6 If I am 
knocked by 
a problem 
or issue, I 
bounce 
straight 
back 

        

      

      

      

      

      

6.a. This is because… 

 

7.a. Who has influenced you and how? 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 21: 

 

GOOD AND ENJOY GRID 

OVERVIEW: This is a way of finding out about the young people when they start a 

programme, and assessing any changes at the end of a programme. The grid 

can be used like this, as a printed worksheet, or it can be used in a creative 

format in a collage or shield or such like.  

 

It is pretty obvious: set up a quiet environment, build rapport with the young 

people and then chat with them or leave them in peace as they think through 

and complete this either creatively or on this paper. A useful discussion would 

be about why they think that they are good at certain things and bad at 

others. You could then review what they have done and note down any other 

helpful comments to pass to the research team with this work. If you do this 

at the start and end of a programme it might show an increase in things that 

the young person is good at. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

A copy of the grid and 

pens for each young 

person. 

PREPARATION: None 

PROCESS: 1. Explain that you want to find out more about the young people to help 

you work together over the programme 

2. Explain the four sections of the box. 

3. Explore some example answers with the young people. 

4. Ask them to write or draw items in the boxes at the start of the 

programme. 

5. Use the answers as a coaching tool. 

6. Repeat the exercise at the end of the programme. 

7. Compare the two sheets with the young person and explore whether 

the programme has helped them to realise that they have more 

strengths than they first realised, and if they now enjoy more things. 

8. Ask the young people what might have made that difference to them. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Compare the two sheets and count the frequency of words at the start at the 

end to give a quantitative score for the distance travelled, and compare the 

words and group them for a quantitative explanation of the distance 

travelled. 

PHOTO: See the sheet below. 

STRENGTHS: A simple and quick way of 

ascertaining the young 

people’s strengths. 

WEAKNESSES:  Very open ended 

and so the answers 

may not be what 

you expect. 
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Things I am 

great at and 

enjoy doing 

Things I 

enjoy but 

am not so 

good at – 

might want 

more 

training in 

this area 

Enjoy 

Not so 

good at 

Not so 

good at 

Don’t 

enjoy as 

much 

Good at 

Not so 

good at 

Things I 

don’t enjoy 

and am not 

so good at  

Things I am 

great at and 

don’t enjoy 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 22: 

 

STRENGTHS AND GOALS 

OVERVIEW: This is another idea for a worksheet or creative activity that you can use with 

young people to assess their strengths, what they want to achieve, and to set 

goals for the future. This information is often presented in a collage called a 

‘dream board’. This worksheet is much less fun, and more just a guide of what 

questions to ask young people. Pass these and any discussions that you have 

to the research team to include in your evaluation. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

A copy of the grid and 

pens for each young 

person. 

PREPARATION: None 

PROCESS: 1. Explain that you want to find out more about the young people to help 

you work together over the programme 

2. Explain the four sections of the form. 

3. Explore some example answers with the young people. 

4. Ask them to write or draw items in the boxes at the start of the 

programme. 

5. Use the answers as a coaching tool. 

6. Repeat the exercise at the end of the programme. 

7. Compare the two sheets with the young person and explore whether 

the programme has helped them to realise that they have more 

strengths than they first realised, and if they now enjoy more things. 

8. Ask the young people what might have made that difference to them. 

ANALYSIS: 

 
Compare the individual’s sheets from the start to the ones at the end and 

note down the changes that have happened. Collate these changes to work 

out the impact overall for the group. 

PHOTO: See the sheet below. 

STRENGTHS: A simple and quick way of 

ascertaining the young 

people’s strengths. 

WEAKNESSES:  Very open ended 

and so the answers 

may not be what 

you expect. 
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Where are you at right 

now?  

 

What in your life are 

you proud of? 

What makes you 

happy? 

What skills do you 

have? 

What strengths 

have you got? 

What are the 

first steps to 

achieving your 

goals? 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 23: 

 

THE WARWICK-EDINBURGH MENTAL WELL-BEING SCALE 

OVERVIEW: The Warwick Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale 

WEMWBS is a 14 point scale in which individuals respond to questions about 

their thoughts and feelings. Researchers are then able to measure an 

individual's mental wellbeing.  

 

Mental well-being relates to a person’s psychological functioning, life-

satisfaction and ability to develop and maintain mutually benefiting 

relationships. Psychological wellbeing includes the ability to maintain a sense 

of autonomy, self-acceptance, personal growth, purpose in life and self-

esteem. Staying mentally healthy is more than treating or preventing mental 

illness. 

 

The Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS) comprises 14 

items that relate to an individual’s state of mental well-being (thoughts and 

feelings) in the previous two weeks. Responses are made on a 5-point scale 

ranging from ‘none of the time’ to ‘all of the time’. Each item is worded 

positively and together they cover most, but not all, attributes of mental well-

being. Areas not covered include spirituality or purpose in life. These were 

deemed to extend beyond the general population’s current understanding of 

mental well-being and their inclusion was thought likely to increase non-

response. 

 

WEMWBS aims to measure mental well-being itself and not the determinants 

of mental well-being, which include resilience, skills in relationship, conflict 

management and problem solving, as well as socioeconomic factors such as 

poverty, domestic violence, bullying, unemployment, stigma, racism and 

other forms of social exclusion. 

 

Initial validation using student populations was followed up by the inclusion 

of WEMWBS in two national Scottish surveys in 2006 and 2008. Data analyses 

showed that WEMWBS performed equally well in the general population as in 

student groups. NHS Health Scotland then commissioned Warwick and 

Edinburgh Universities to test the suitability of using WEMWBS with children 

aged 13 to 16. This work was carried out in 6 schools in Scotland and England 

between March 2008 and October 2009. The main recommendation is that 

WEMWBS is suitable for use at a population level to measure mental 

wellbeing in teenagers amongst those aged 13 years and over.  

Whilst the use of the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale is 

welcomed and it is free to use, it is copyrighted to NHS Health Scotland and 

the Universities of Warwick and Edinburgh. Permission is required for use. Dr 

Hendramoorthy Maheswaran (Hendy) (H.Maheswaran@warwick.ac.uk) at the 
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University of Warwick, is maintaining a register of use and is the person to 

contact when seeking such permission and for answers to questions on using 

Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale.  

 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

A copy of the self-

assessment sheet for each 

person. 

Pens. 

PREPARATION: None. 

PROCESS: 1. Explore the idea of mental wellbeing with the group. 

2. Ask them what wellbeing might look and feel like, ask them what a 

lack of wellbeing might look and feel like. Come up with a list of words 

that breakdown the idea of wellbeing further. 

3. Explain that you are going to do this questionnaire at the start and the 

end of the programme to see how much the programme helps 

develop their wellbeing – it’s a measure of the programme not of 

them. 

4. Explain how to fill in the form and leave the young people to fill it in, 

or read the questions one at a time, or scribe for the young people. 

5. Use the form as a coaching tool and talk through their answers with 

them. 

6. Repeat the exercise at the end of the programme. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Compare the scores and come up with a quantitative score for the distance 

travelled for each young person and the group overall.  

PHOTO: See attached sheet. 

STRENGTHS: An empirical, robust, 

quantitative test of mental 

wellbeing. 

WEAKNESSES:  It only gives you 

scores, and does 

not provide any 

information about 

why the person is 

experiencing life as 

they are. 
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Below are some statements about feelings and thoughts. 
 

Please tick the box that best describes your experience of each over the last 2 weeks 
 

STATEMENTS 
None 
of the 
time 

Rarely 
Some 
of the 
time 

Often 
All of 

the time 

I’ve been feeling optimistic about the 
future  

1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling useful  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling relaxed  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling interested in other 
people  

1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve had energy to spare  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been dealing with problems well  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been thinking clearly  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling good about myself  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling close to other people  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling confident  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been able to make up my own mind 
about things  

1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling loved  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been interested in new things  1 2 3 4 5 

I’ve been feeling cheerful  1 2 3 4 5 

Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS) 
© NHS Health Scotland, University of Warwick and University of Edinburgh, 2006, all 

rights reserved. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 24: 

 

THE OUTCOMES WHEEL 

 

(compulsory on all Brathay programmes) 

OVERVIEW: The outcomes wheel is a simple and flexible tool that allows you to measure 

the exact outcomes that you have for your programme at the start and end, 

allowing you to measure the exact distance travelled that your programme 

has achieved. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

• A printed outcome wheel 

for each participant 

• Pens 

 

PREPARATION

: 

Before the programme 

you should add your 

specific programme 

outcomes, or indicators 

of these outcomes, to the 

wheel (you can ask your 

administrator to do this if 

you give them plenty of 

notice!) 

 

PROCESS: Step 1: For each of the outcomes, discuss what a 1 would look like and what a 

10 would look like, so that the young people can calibrate their ideas and 

explore their understanding. It would be great if you could jot these down 

with the evaluation sheet as a record. 

This may be a useful way of introducing the aims and outcomes of the course. 

  

Step 2: Ask them to write their names on the top of the form, and to circle the 

face that best describes how they are feeling today. Ask them to fill in each 

section of the circle (use 1 to 1 conversations if necessary) by drawing an X on 

the line between 1 and 10 which describes how much they agree with the 

statements in the coloured circles. 

 

Step 3: Run the programme—use the sheets for review purposes throughout 

the programme if helpful. 

 

Step 4: At the end of the programme ask them to write their names at the top 

of a new sheet with a smiley face to show how they are feeling. Between you 

revisit the programme—what did you do; what have you experienced. Revisit 

your descriptions of a 1 and a 10. Ask them to fill in each section of the circle. 

 

Step 5: Compare circle 1 to circle 2 with them—discuss where the changes 

have occurred and why. Note their answers on the bottom. 

 

Step 6: The Million Dollar Questions. What did we do with you over the 

programme that has meant that you have learned / changed / grown? 

 

ANALYSIS: Compare the scores from the start to the end for each young person and add 
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 them up to find the total distance travelled for the group. 

EXAMPLE: See wheel overleaf. 

STRENGTHS: Gives data that is 

absolutely tailored to your 

programme and can be 

used as a coaching tool. 

WEAKNESSES:  None. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 25: 

 

MASK MAKING 

OVERVIEW: This is an excellent creative tool to measure changes to the young person’s 

identity. If your programme focusses on identity formation, this this is the 

evaluation tool of choice for you. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

Modroc infused 

bandages 

Water 

Vaseline 

Candles 

Carpet protectors 

Paint 

Music 

Tape recorder / 

notebook 

PREPARATION: Prepare the room for a mask 

making session (cover 

carpets, dim the lights, light 

candles, play quiet music) 

PROCESS: 1. Session one: Explain and run a mask making session. Front load the 

session by explaining that you will use the masks to explore who they 

present themselves as to the outside world 

2. Session two: Discuss a range of different places that they might need 

to present themselves differently – in school / at home / at work / 

with peers / out for the night etc. 

3. Decorate the outside of the mask to show who they present 

themselves as most frequently (or who they want to be), decorate the 

inside to show who they really are inside. Photograph. 

4. Ask each young person to tell you a bit about the outside and inside of 

the masks and tape record or note down what they say. 

5. Develop some action plans to help them develop an identity that they 

like, or want to present most of the time. 

6. Revisit the masks at the end of the programme, and explore whether 

they have changed who they present on the outside, and if anything 

has changed on the inside. Tape or write down their answers. 

7. Ask them what made those changes happen. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

This will provide you with rich qualitative data that you will need to analyse 

thematically by clustering together statements that are similar. The final 

statements should highlight the distance travelled. 
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PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: A rich experience and 

depth of research data. 

WEAKNESSES:  Time – takes three 

sessions. 
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EVALUATION 

TOOL 26: 

 

CREATIVE CANVASSES 

OVERVIEW: Creative canvasses are great tools for exploring any issue that you need to 

know more about. They are pretty open ended, fun, and young people usually 

really enjoy doing them. 

WHAT YOU 

WILL NEED: 

 

Fabric 

Pens / paint / collage 

materials 

PREPARATION: Think of a set of questions 

that will help you to explore 

what you need to know. 

PROCESS: 1. Explain the issues that you want to explore (e.g. drug use, youth rights, 

youth work) 

2. Explain that you want them to create a canvass that shows what they 

think about that issue 

3. Mindmap some key words and ideas 

4. Set the group off creating canvasses (solo / paired / whole group 

choice) 

5. Ask the group to explain what the different elements of the canvass 

show (tape or scribe what they say) 

6. If you asked them a question relating to the programme, this would 

provide you with evaluation data about the programme. 

ANALYSIS: 

 

Collate the statements to show key points in the beliefs of the group. 

PHOTO: 

 
STRENGTHS: Fun, free, elicits beliefs 

from the group about a set 

issue. 

Goof for research. 

WEAKNESSES:  Will need careful 

questions to use it 

as an evaluation. 

Will not identify 

distance travelled. 
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We hope that you have enjoyed this toolkit. 

As it is a free to use, openly shared booklet, we hope that you will contribute your ideas, so 

that we can keep sharing and developing skills across the youth work and charitable sector.  

If you use any evaluation tools that we have not used to date, then please send them to: 

 

Kaz stuart: Kaz.stuart@brathay.org.uk 

 

We will put your tools in the next version of the booklet and we will credit you with the 

development or contribution of that tool. 


